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EXTRA.PROVINCIAL CORPORAnONS-Continued
Licenses-Continued
notice of grantinK, publication of..
suspension, cancellation and restoration of
penalty for carrying on business without _ .
fees for... . .
to certain corporations to deal in real estate_ ..
annual statement of to Assembly
Minister
meaning of.
Notices
publication of, as to granting license .
of suspension, revocation or restoration of license
Orders in Council
in special cases not covered by regulations
Penalty
recovery and remission of , .
1'....11
2276
2275
2276
2276
2274,2275
.....2276
2272
2275
2276
2274
2276
Real Estate
licensees dealing in... . , 2274, 2276
special power to corporations not requiring license 2276
Regulations
meaning of................... . 2272
powers of Lieutenant-Governor as to 2274
special Orders in Council, where regulations not suitable 2274
compliance with before issue of license......... 2274
Returns
annual, by licensees and corporations to Minister...... 2276
to Assembly of licenses issued 2276
FACTORS
see Agents, Contracts in Relation to Goods in Possession of.. 1736
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS
............................3476, 3476
Accidentll
notice of where causing injury or death
Actions
limitation of time and amount
Address
occupier of factory to give notice of..
Adolescent School Attendance Act
children not to be employed in contravention of
Ag.
onus of proof of _.
Application of Act
workers on repairs not within Act......
separate factories, etc., on same premises.
laundries, when to be deemed factories : ..
number of persons employed and power used.
shops, where family employed at home
3466
3461
3478
3452
3462
3452
8452
8453
INDEX.
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND QFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
Apprentice
when to be deemed to work for hire .
Bake Shop
meaning of ..
carried on in part of building only ..
dwelling or sleeping room, not part of .
con~f~~:d ;:;sb:k:~~h~:~s~~~ ..~~.~~~.~~~ f.~~~.' ~~~ ..~ ~~ ..~~~
stables in connection with ..
regulations as to construction and maintenance of ..
wash rooms and conveniences .
not to be kept in basements when hereafter established .
sleeping places of employees .
fire escapes .
bread and buns, sale of when manufactured out of Ontario .
hours of employment in .
Sunday labour .
Barber Shops
Sunday labour in, prohibited .
Basement
bakeshop not to be established in ..
Bedroom
not to be kept in factory without permission ..
Boilers
not to be used unless insured or inspected ..
notice by inspector to discontinue use of when dangerous ..
Boiler Insurance
insurance company to make annual return to inspector ..
Bread and Buns
sale of, when manufactured out of Ontario ..
Building
part only may be separate factory .
when part in use to be deemed separate factory ..
submission of plans of factory to inspector .
fire escapes and fire prevention ..
257
3463
3449
8462
3462
3466
8468
8476
8476
3476
3476
3476
3477
3477
3477
'3477
3476
3467
3471
3471
3471
3477
8452
8462
8464
3474
By-lalVs
of municipality as to early closing 8480·3482
Camp
meaning of 8462
permit to employ women 8462
penalty for employing without 3463
regulations as to sanitary conditions and supervision, etc. 3463
Chairs
wh!!n to be provided for female emplo)'ees 3469
Chief Inspector
one of the inspectors may be designated as 3465
approval of fire escape appliances 3474
notice of accidents, explosions and deaths 3475, 3476
~.
....
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FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
Child
meaning of . .
not to be employed in contravention of Adolescent School At-
tendance Act 3451
when to be deemed employee...... 346S
register to be kept in factories and shops 3468. 3464
who to be deemed employer, as respects offences 34M
under 14. years of age not to be employed in shop................... 8469
exception as to members of employer's family.................... 3469
application of provisions of The Adolescent School Attendance
Act to employment in shops 8469
employed in shops during school hours 8469
hours of employment in factories or shops __ 3480
in Christmas holidays 3480
cleaning machinery in factory.......................... . 8469, 3470
working at machinery in motion 3469
penalty on parent for conniving at unlawful employment........ 8478
onus of proof of age 8478
...34.69,8470
Chinese
prohibition as to employing female white persons .
Cleaning Machinery
rei'Ulations as to ....
""
Clocks
to be referred to in register of employees.
notice of to be put up in factory .
..3464,8490
"58
Clothing
register to be kept of persons to whom work given out
inspection of register . .
permit required for taking in goods for making
not to be sold without permit .
form of inspection _ .
marking: unsanitary articles
~~~::c~~o~nspecto~ to loc~i'··~;;;d··~f ..h~ih..·~n··un;;~nitary
conditions
"58
"58
"68
"683469
8469
3469
. 8469
Combustibles
storage of to be in separate building.
Compensation to Adjacent Owner
agreements for payment of, registration of . . 1468
Constables
duty of, to assist inspector in carrying out duties.......... 8466
Contagious Diseases
persons suffering from not to be employed in food manufacture 8466
Conveniences
separation of the sexes
duty of owner as to providing....
duty of employer as to keeping clean
in office buildin2's . .
in bakeshops to be separate .
Damages
limitation of in action by employees
34"8464
8465
8467
,,76
..at
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FACTORIES. SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDING~Continued
OangerOQS Occupation
prohibitini! employment of youths and young girls in certain
factones .
Dangerous Places
and machinery, regulations as to guarding ·jn factof;\'_
Deaths
notice of
....01
3459
3470
,.76
Dining Rooms
employer may be ordered to provide
Doors
when to be constrocted so as to open outwards
leading to fire escapes, ete., not to be fastened .. __
Drainage
. duty of owner as to remedying when defective.
floors in factories or shops .
nressing Rooms
to be provided where 35 females employed .
Druggist
how far affected by'early closing by.laws
Dust
food not to be taken into room where present.
providing means for prevention of inhalation
Dwelling
inspector not to enter without warrant .
manufacture of clothing. in, requirements as to
,.62
3474
3474
3464
3466
,.6.
3482
3462
,.66
3467
.3468,3469
Dwelling Rooms
not considered part of factory, etc.
Dyes
food not to be taken into room where kept...
Early Closing
by-laws for .
case of druggists .
Eating Rooms
to be provided where 35 females employed
3462
3462
3480
3482
3464
,."
"6'
,.62
,.63
,."346S
. 3464,34.66
Emuvla
duty as to keeping premises free from .
Egress
doors to open outwards .
Electric Appliances
regulations as to ..
Elevators
and boists, regulations as tc construction and guarding 3472,3473
Employees
what number of to constitute a factory .
under whom to be considered as .
.. ~b':n c~bird~~~.;'·i~··b~··d~~~~~i":··::::::: .
260 INDEX.
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FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
Employer
meaning of , ,........... 3449
name to be shown in register of employees .. 3463
duties of as to facilitating inspection 8466
service of notice on 3458
duty as to keeping factory or shop in proper condition................ 3465
unlawful cleaning of machinery 3469,3470
default in providing fences and guards 3470
breach of regulations as to storage of combustibles and ex-
plosives 3471
penalty for non-compliance with provisions as to elevators
and hoists 3473
exemption of on conviction of a::tual offender.............................. 3478
Evidence
powers of inspector as to taking 3465, 3466
inspector may object to give, as to premises inspected................ 3467
onus of proof as to age 3478
onus of proof as to sufficiency of applications for early closing 3482
Explosions
notice of , ,............................................................................... 3475
Explosives
storage of to be in separate building 3471
Factory
meaning of 3449
carried on in part of building only 3452
what may be considered as a separate........ 3452
dwell!ng ?r sleepin~ ~oom. not part of 3462
premIses in open aIr Included 3452
when Act not to apply................. 3462
plans to be submitted to inspector before building or altering 3464
notice to inspector within one month after occupation............ 3466
hours of employment in .. 3460
duty of owner as to sanitary matters :............................. 3464
employer as to keeping in proper condition....... ......... 3466
employer may be required to provide spittoons........................ 8466
duty of joint occupiers as to sanitary matters .. 3467
restriction as to bedrooms 8467
stables in connection with ,.. ,.. , ,... 3468
fire prevention and protection 34'14
False Entries
penalty for 3477
Fatal Injuries
notice of
Fire
regulations as to storage of explosives and combustibles in
factory 3471
regulations for prevention of and protection from.................. 3474
where bodily injury caused. notice of........... 3475
prevention and protection, in bake shops ,............... 3476
Floors
draina~e of in factory or shop ,.......................... 3466
INDEX. 2»1
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS---Continued
Food
prohibiting eating of in work rooms .
employer may be directed to furnish suitable rooms
not to be taken into plact's where noxious substances present
persons having contagious diseases not to be engaged in
manufacture of , .
3462
3462
3462
3466
3450
3476
3469
3465
3467
3467
3457
3457
3457
3458
3455
3455
3455
3456
3473
3474
3460
3460
3460
3461
3461
3462
3462
3465
3466
3451
3457
3469
........ 3463,3464
3464,3465,3477
Food Products
regulations as to sanitary condition of bakeshops
Hair
female workers in factory, regulations as to mode of wearing
Health
duty of owner and employer as to protection of
penalty for keeping factory so as to endanger
Health Officer
may act jointly with or independently of inspector ..
inspector may be accompanied by .
duties with respect to clothing marked unsanitary.
Heatine
duty of employer in factol')' or shop, as to
duty of employer in office
Hoists
equipment with brake when required
penalty for not haying brake
Hours of Emplo"ment
for child, )·outh, )'oung girl or woman in factory or shop
Saturdays and certain holidays
exemption requirements. . .
where extension of hours pennitted by inspector ..,
record of overtime . _
notice of hours of employment ot children, youths and females
unlawful employment in contravention
Hydro-Electric Power Commission
non-compllance with regulations of
Inspector
meaning of '.. . , .
certificate of inspection to be given before operation of fac-
tory........................ ' .
male and female, appointment of .
powers of, generally .. ,..
obstructing . ..
duty to assist in enforcement of certain Acts and report
violations , '.,., .
certificate of appointment, production of .
may be accompanied by medical practitioner or health officer
production of warrant before entering dwelling .....
may object to give evidence as to premises inspected
directions by, as to notices to be posted up
directions by, as to notice of hOUlS of labour for children, etc.,
in factory ,......... 34.62
disobedience to warning of, as to sanitation 3465
duties and powers with regard to contractors for manufacture
of clothing .. . . . 3468,3469
regulations as to qualifications 34.72
powers of with regard to c!cvatQrs and hoists 3H2,3473
to fire prevention and protection 3.,\74
duty as to prosecuting actual offender 3478,3.,\79
~62 INDEX.
FACTORIES. SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
768
3462
3462
3469
3467
3468
Labour Department
right to enter and obtain information .
Laundry
when to be deemed a factory ..
female working at home excepted ..
Chinese not to employ female white person in .
not to be kept in sleeping, living or eating room .
exceptions .
Lavatory
duty of employer as to providing in factol'y or shop 3466
owner or employer in office building 3466, 3467
Lighting Buildings
duty of employers generally 3463
penalty for neglect 3464
duty of employer of an office 3466
penalty for n:lglecting 3467
Limitation
of time for prosecution 3479
of time and amount in actions for damages 3480
3464
3464
3463
3457
3461
3469
3460
8462
3462
3462
Local Board of Health
powers and duties of officers not affected ..
duties with respect to clothing marked unsanitary .
Machinery
where hired, who to be deemed employer .
regulations as to cleaning by child, youth, young girl or
woman 3469, 3470
requirements as to guarding 8470
Matron
employment of, for dressing and eating rooms ..
Meals
time to be allowed for .
not to be taken in work room ..
directions to furnish proper rooms for ..
food not to be taken into certain places .., ..
Medical Practitioner
inspector may be accompanied by.. . .
Member of Family Employed at Home
case of ..
Mill Gearing
meanin~ of ..
cleanin$' by youth, young girl, or woman .
regulations as to guarding :: .
Minimum Wage Act
inspectors to report violations to Minimum Wage Board ...
Minister
meaning of .
to furnish inspector with certificate of appointment .
Motive Power
occupier of factory to give notice of .
8450
. 3469
. 3470
3457
3460
3467
8456
INDEX. 263
2884
2867
3465
3462
8451
8478
8450
3450
8464
3456
8466
8464
3467
••••Municipal By-Laws
fixing assessment of ..
regulating location of in cities ..
Municipal Corporation
building occupied for office purposes deemed office building....
Name of Factory
to be shown in register of employees 3464, 8490
Nqtice
what to be sent to inspect-or before occupying factory............ 8455
penalty for neglect 8465
to be put up in building as directed by inspector....................... 3458
accidents, explosions and deaths 8476
penalty for falsifying 3477, 8478
Oath
inspector may administer , ..
Office
meaning of .
Office Building
meaning of 8450,8462
dwelling or sleeping room not part of 3452
carned on in part of building only...... 8462
submission of plans to inspector..... 8464
notices to be put up in 8458
duty of owner as to sanitary conveniences................................ 8464
.' duty of em\lloyer as to keeping in proper condition.................... 8465
fire protectIon and preventIon .. 8474,8476
Overcrowding
duty of employer as to preventing in factory or shop .
Overtime
certificate of exemption from restriction 8460, 3461
Owner
meaning of .
submission of plans of factory or alterations to inspector ..
not to operate factory until inspected - - .
duties of as to facilitating inspection ..
providing conveniences and sanitation .
right to recover expenditure from tenant ..
Paint
. food not to be taken into room where kept .
Parent
meaning of .
penalty for conniving at unlawful emp!oymettt .
Penalties
where no other provided 3478
".: age, onus' of proof as to : 8478
liability of servant 8478, S48S
actual offender, liability of 8478, S48S
cumulative fine, restraint on :..................... 8479
penalty, application of...................... 8479
prosecutions and procedure 3479
allegations as to facts 3479
payment over to inspector or Crown Attorney................. .. 3479
limitation of liability........................................................................ 3480
for contravention of by-laws............................................................ 8483
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OmCE BUILDINGS-Cc:mtinued
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FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
Permit
for manufacture of clothing in dwellings, etc
for sale of bread or buns made out of Ontario
Plans of Buildings
submission of to inspeetor
Plumbing
duty of owner as t<l providing ....
duty of employer as to keeping clean
in office buildings ..
Poisonous Substances
food not to be taken into room where kept
....0.
'468
3477
3454
8m
.... 3465
..3466,3467
8462
3465
3452
3479
3451
3454
345.
3463
3464
3470
3471
.472
3478
3474
3478
Power
if manual only, factory excluded from operation of Act. 8452
nature of, to be shown in employees' register 3454, 8490
Power Commission
non-compliance with regulations of
Prosecutions
time within which information may be laid
Register
of children, youths, young girls and women employed .. 3458, 3454
other information contained therein 3454
inspector may require production of 3455
of overtime, employment of youth, young girl or woman 3461
to be kept of out..-work on clothing manufactured 3468
penalty for false entries in 3477
Regulations
meaning of .
altering or modifying form of notice .
by Lieutenant·Governor in Council generally .
as to sanitary conditIons and supervision of camps
as to sanitary matters . .
as to guarding machinery and dangerous places..
storage of combustibles and explosives .
qualifications of inspectors, etc. .. .
construction and guarding of elevators and hoists
fire prevention and protection ..... .....
penalty for violation of, where no other provided
Repairs
mechanics working at, not within Act ,..
Restaurant
Chinese not to employ female white person in
,sdety
keeping factory, shop or office building so as to endanger.....
Sanitary Inspedor
inspector may be accompanied by
Sanitary l\-latters
powers and duties of health officers
duty of owner as to lighting buildings
penalty for default .
duty of owner to provide conveniences
penalty for default
3459
3477
3467
3451
3463
8464
"..8465
INDEX.
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE' BUILDINGS-Continued
265
PAGE
3460
Sanitary :\raUers-Continued
duty of factory or shop employer as to observance of provi-
sions relating to .. 3466
penalty for default . 3466
duty of office employer 3466, 3467
penalty for default 3467
duty of office building owner as to parts used in common 3467
penalty for default 3467
duties of joint occupier of factory....... . . 3467
bake shops 3476
Saturday
hours of employment of children, youths, young girls and
women .
School Corporation
building occupied for office purposes deemed office building 3452
Seats
to be provided in shops for females 3459
Separate Factories
what may be deemed 3452
Shaftini
regulations as to guarding 3470
Shop
meaning of 3451
carried on in part of building only................................................ 3452
dwelling or sleeping rooms not part of . 3452
members of family emplo)'ed at home . 3453
hours of employment in . 3460
duty of o"mer as to sanitary matters . ., 3464
employer as to keeping in proper condition .. 3465
boiler insurance and inspection 3471
regulations as to fire protection and prevention .. 3474
early closing by-laws 3480
compulsory closing of, hali dar weeklr . .. . 3481
Sleeping Rooms
not considered part of factory, etc. . 3452
not to be kept in factory without permission .. 3467
to be kept separate from bakeshop 347(5
Spittoons
employer in factory or shop may be required to provide 3466
Stables
how to be constructed when connected with factorv or bake-
shop ~................ 3468
Stationar)' and Hoisting Engineers' Act
inspectors to assist in enforcing . 3457
Sunday ~
persons not to work in bakeshops, without permission... 3477
work not to be done in barber shops .. 3477
Temperature 1 ...
minimum in factory or shop . 3466
Truancy
certificate to be furnished by child employed in shops 3459
266 INDEX.
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
8465
. 3466.8467
3476
3462
3451
3457
8453
3462
3451
3465
8466
8480
3451
3468
. 8463
3468
3464
~. 8462
3464
3465
... ~·S466
. .
Varnish
food not to be taken into room where kept .
Ventilation
duty of employer in factory or shop ., _.
duty of employer In office .
Wages
child, etc., working although not for wages deemed employed
no deduction to be made for use of eating room _
WatTant
to inspector to enter dwelling .
Washroom
duty of employer as to providing in factory or shop
duty of owner or employer in office building.
in bakeshops to be separate _ .
Water
for drinking, how to be drawn .
duty of owner to supply . .
duty of employer ,., ..
how drinking taps to be situated .
Week
meaning of
Woman
meaning of 8461
doing custom laundry work at home 3462, 3468
when deemed employed in factory 3453
nature of employment 3453
register to be kept in factories ond shops y........................... 3453
who to be deemed employer in relation to as regards offences 8454
seats to be provided for in shops . 8459
hours of employment in factory or shop... 8460
in Christmas holidays _.......... 3460
additiopal hours, when permissible . 3460, 3461
regulations as to mode of wearing hair in factories ...............',. ·3469
.eleaning machinery in factory 3469, 3470
Work
nature of to I?e shown in register of employees 3453. 34~0
Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act
limitations of applicable to damages reeoverable under this
Act
Young Girl
meaning of .. _ .
not to be employed in contravention of Adolescent School At-
tendance Act
when to be deemed employee _ .
nature of employment . .
register to be kept in factories and shops .
who to be deemed employer in relation to, as respects offences
prohibiting employment in dangerous factories by proclama.
tion 3459
seats for, to be provided in shops 3459
hours of employment in factories or shops 3460
in Christmas holidays 8460
additional hours, when permissible 8460.3461
regulations as to mode of wearing hair in factories..... 3469
INDEX.
FACTORIES, SHOPS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS-Continued
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P"O&
Young Girl-Continued
clean~g machine!", In .faeto~........................................................ 3469
workmg on machmery m motIon 3470
penalty on parent for conniving at unlawful employment........ 3478
onus of proof of age 3478
Youth
meaning of 3461
not to be employed in contravention of Adolescent School At-
tendance Act 3451
when to be deemed employee 3453
nature of employment 8463
register to be kept in factories and shops 3453
who to be deemea employer in relation to as respects offences 3454
prohib~ting eu:ployment in dangerous factories by proclama-
tIon 3459
hours of employment in factories or shop 3460
in Christmas holidays 3460
additional hours when permissible 3460
cleaning machinery in factory 3469
penalty on parent for conniving at unlawful employment........ 3478
onus of proof of age 3478
FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS
see Agricultural Associations
FARM LOANS
Agricultural Development Board
applications for incorporation to be forwarded to ..
to name temporary secretary-treasurer .
to fix amount of capital stock of association .
report as to subscriptions by members and municipalities ..
issue of certificate of incorporation by .
to inform as to facilities available for loans .
to have general supervision - ..
Applications
rights of members as to making .
what to include ..
approval of .
certification .
for renewal ..
Association
formation of authorized · .
application to Agricultural Development Board for formation
provisional directors and preliminary proceedings .
members,-who may be .
certificate of incorporation required .
issue of by Agricultural Development Board ..
capital stock .
minimum number of subscribers .
amount which may be subscribed by municipalities .
by Government .
terms of payment .
issue of municipal debentures in payment of shares .
where two or more municipalities subscribe ..
first meeting .
direcr~:;~~g8ft~t:;n.~ ..~~~ ~~~~ .. ~~ .. ~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
filling vacancies .
792
782
782
783
784
785
786
790
786
786
787
787
788
782
782
782
782
783
785
783
783
783
784
783
783
783
784
784
784
786
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FARM LOANS-Continued
INDEX.
rate ,,,... . , .
payable to association ,.. , .
of allsociation's percentage .. " .
AlIsOl:iation-Continulfd
IIharcs,-transfer of .
organization,---election of officers
officers.-to receive disbursements only
annual meeting .
admission of additional members
objects of .
endorsement of note of borrower .
liability on failure of borrower to pay,
recourse against borrower .
general supervision of board................ .. .
application of percentage of interest received by
securing capital for loaning
Audit
of books of association by board ..
Banks
See Loans
Borrower
See Loans
Capital
arrangements for securing .
Capital Stock
See Associations
Certificate of Approval of Loan
form of .
delivery of to borrower and lender
Death of Borrower
·application for possession of personal property ..
Directors of Assodation
election of ,... . .
may be qualification committee .
meetings for consideration of application
Funds
arrangements as to providing .
provided under Agricultural Development Finance Act
Government
liability of,-when borrower fails to pay
loans to associations by...... . .
Insolvency
application for possession of personal properly......
Interest
limit aa to
percentage
application
JA;nder
See Loans
Lien
of association on property for which loan made.
general on personal property of borrower
registration .
discharge
enforcement of .
...Oa
784
784
786
786
786
780
787
788
788
79.
790, 791
791
79.
791
787
787
79.
788
790
791
786, 791
"6
788
791
79.
787
787
79'
788
789
789
78.
790
INDEX.
FARM LOANS--Continued
Loan Companies
agreements with as to procuring funds for loaning
Loans
purposes of .
limit of amount : ..
who may borrow.... .. .. .
application for .
settlement of terms . .
note may be required from borrower . . .
interest payable on .. . ..
renewal · .
recourse of lender on failure to pay..... . .
monthly return by lender to Board.. .. ..
additional security,-power to require .
liens of association on property of borrower
right to inspection of premises of borrower
misapplication of proceeds............. ....... ... . .
liability of borrower.................................. .
property purchased with proceeds
application for information as to......... .. .
l\linister
authoried to make agreements to procure funds for loans
Municipal Corporations
subscriptions for stock by.... .. .
liability of,-when borrower fails to pay ..
Kote
borrower may be required to sign .. .. .
endorsement by association .
Officers
appointment and term of office
Regulations
power to make .
Renewal
when directors may authorize ....
Reserve Fund
application of share of interest to
Secretary Treasurer
provisional appointment .
responsibility of ..
security to be furnished by................. . . ..
caning meeting for organization .. . .
to give notice of completion of organization .
'appointment by board of directors :.......... . .
need not be member ..
may be paid a salary ..
notice of meetings to be given by....... . .. . .
giving information as to borrower. . .. .
ecurity
right of association to demand......
lien on goods, etc., for which loan made
additional may be required.............. ...
general lien on. personal property of borrower
registration .
.discharge ..
269
PAOE
791
786
786
786
786
787
787
787
788
788
788
789
788, 789
789
790
789, 790
788, 789
791
791
783, 784
788
787
787
785
791
788
791
782
784
784
784
785
785
785
785
785
791
787
788
789
789
789
789
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FARM LOANS-Continued
INDEX.
ecurity-Continued
right of inspection .
applicati0!1 by association for possession of property subject
to hen .
property covered not to be disposed of without consent .
borrower not to sell except in ordinary course of business .
personal liability of borrower .
misapplication of funds not to affect .
FARMERS' INSTITUTES
formation of
FATAL ACCIDENTS, COMPENSAnON FOR
789
790
790
790
790
790
796
Action
when to lie .. 1902
for whose benefit and in whose name to be brought . 1902
life insurance not to be taken into account in assessing dam-
ages 1902
payment into court by defendant 1902
only one to be brought 1903
limitation of time for bringing 1903
statement of claim, particulars as to beneficiaries in . 1903
affidavit to be filed with .. 1903
when beneficiaries may bring 1903
apportionment of compensation 1903
where several actions brought by rival claimants...... 1903
Affidavit with Statement of Claim
to give particulars as to beneficiaries .. 1903
may be dispensed with .. 1903
Beneficiaries in Action
who to be 1902
apportionment of damages among 1902. 1903
particulars as to, to be stated in or delivered with pleading.... 1903
action may be brought by, in default of personal representa-
tive 1903
powers of court as to determining persons entitled 1903
Child
who included in term 1902
Culpable Homicide
action to lie although circumstances of death amount to ........ 1902
Damages
nature of liability for .. 1902
apportionment of among parties 1902, 1908
Intoxication
recovery of damages when caused by 3341
Life Insurance
not to be taken into account in assessing damages 11:l02
Limitation of Action
action to be brought within one year from death 1903
INDEX.
~ATAL ACCIDENTS, COMPENSATION FOR-Conlinued
Parent
who included in term .
271
P.lOJl
1902
361
Payment into Court
defendant need not specify shares of beneficiaries 1902
PersoDal Representative
action to be brought by or in the name of 1902
who may bring action in absence of 1903
Workmen
when employer liable in action 1872, 1873
FEEBLE MINDED
Houses of Refuge
committal to .. 4041
detention of females . 4042
FEES
Administration of Justice
see Administration of Justice Expenses...................................... 1386
Crown
powers as to fixing 6
General Sessions
power to make tariff 974
Law Stamps
distributioD and sale of
see Law Stamps __ .. __ .__ .. __ .
FEMALE PATIENTS' AND PRISONERS' PROTECTION
Carnal Knowledge an Offence 3534
Imprisonment of Offender 3534
Prosecution before Police Magistrate __ 3534
FEMALE REFUGES
see Industrial Refuges for Females .. __ 4033
FEMININE
Interpretation
includes masculine 8
FENCES
see Line Fences 3626
Municipal Institutions 2838, 2865, 2916
Snow Roads and Fences 3282
FENCE VIEWERS
see Line Fences 3626
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FERRIES
INDEX.
""at>
what may be kept at ferry Cor private use...
Crown Leases or License
duration of .. _ .
to be granted on public competition
security to be taken from grantee
territorial extent of .
between points in different counties
Exclush'c Privilege
territorial extent of
council may grant
I".UU
..1664,1665
1663
1663
1663
1663
1663
1663
1664
~loth'e Power
license may impose conditions as to , , .
Municipal BJ-Laws
annual grant to .
!I1unidpal Corporations
grant of· license by Crown for ferry between two counties or
county and city or town
by-laws, for establishing
ferries between two counties .
exercise of power by Crown until by-laws passed
granting exclusive rights .
subletting __ ._.. . .
Penalty
for interfering with licensed ferryman's rights .
Tolls
by-laws for establishing .
powers of Lieutenant-Governor in Council .
boats not to be kept f~r evasion of
FINANCE, PROVINCIAL
1664
2828
1663
1664
1664
1664
1664
1664
1665
1664
1664
1665
." Consolidated Revenue Fund ...Public Revenue
Audit .
Succession Duty ..
Law Stamps .
Mining Tax . .
Corporations Tax .
Provincial Land Tax . .
Land Transfer Tax . . .
Amusements Tax . . .
Luxury Tax .
General Purchasing Agcnt
Gasoline Tax
318
82.
830
389
361
364
386
404
410
412
41'
418
697
1374
FINES, PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES
Action for Recovery
at suit of Crown or person suing 1378
evidence required.. 1378
application of penalty.. _ . 1873
COl:'l:'Upt Practices
Crown not to remit penalties imposed for.
I DEX. 27~
~NES. PENALTIES AND FORFEI11JRES--Continued
P.AOI
1374
1374
1374
1374
1373
1373
1373
1373
(A)st!
power of remission not to apply to .
Elections
Crown not to remit penalties for offences at .
lndictment
recovery of ?y ..
Justices of the Peace
not to have power of remission .
Penalty
application of . .
allowance to informant .
payment into Consolidated Revenue Fund .
Police Magistrate
not to have power of remission .
Remission
by court or judge 1373,1374
exception as to police magistrate or justice............................ 1374
by Lieutenant-Governor in Councll............................................... 1374
FIRE
Accidental Fire
actions for damages not to lie............................................... 1457
Forest
caIling out men to fight............................................................... . 2873
see Forest Fires Prevention :........................ 3548
Railways 2523,2525,2543
FIRE ACCIDENTS
onus of proof as to compliance with ~egulations as to fire
escapes 3573
FIREARMS
Cemeteries
not to be discharged in .
Game and Fisheries
prohibiting or regulating possession of .
Municipal By-Laws
prohibiting or regulating discharge of
Sale of
see Offensive Weapons .
3662
3672
2839
i544
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
Employees
to have one day off each week
Municipal Regulations
not to affect operation of Act .
Penalties
for violation of Act.. .
3174
3174
3174
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FIRE DEPARTMENTS--Continued
Two Platoon System
requirements as to, in cities and taW'llS .
no deduction from payor holidaYI on account of.
FIRE ESCAPES
Hotels
requirements as to
Municipal By.Laws
requiring providing of .
FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT
Inhabitants
ordering out male, by fire guardians, overseers of highways,
.te.
penalty for disobeying
Statute Labour
work done to be credited on..... . _ .
application of commutation fund for purposes of Act
FIRE GUARDIANS
8174
81'14
3641
288.
8568
....
....
8663
Appointment
in towtUlhips .
Fires
pennission of fire guardian to before setting out.
penalty for setting out fires without .
Negllgenee
permission under· Aet not to exeuse
Application of Act
"fire districts," excluded . 8662
,..,
8661
.562
...,
FIRE INQUESTS
see Coroners
FIRE MARSHAL
Aecounts
duty as to keeping
Adjuster
report of fires
AdJustment of Losses
eompanies to report to fire marshal
Advisory Committee
regulations may provide for appointment of
1321
3670
. ,
....
8668
3666
Assistant to Fire Marshal
chief of fire department or municipal clerk to be 8667
report on fires and fee for . 8667.81S68
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FIRE MARSHAL--Continued
P.t.Oll:
3567
3670
3671
3571
3672
3672
3567
3667
Books of A~~ount
duty as to keeping .
Buildings and Premises
inspec:tion of ..
order for removal of ..
appeal to tire marshal and ~ounty judge .
penalty for disobedience to : ..
Clerk of Municipality
to be assistant to fire marshal ..
CombUstible Material
inspection and ordering removal of : 3671.3572
Commissioner of PoIi~e for Ontario
; . to have powers of fire marshal as to investigation of fires ..
remuneration for services and expenses of officers .
'..; j
....
3567
3564
3564
3672
3566
3570
3571
3571
I.
Crown Attorney
duty as to reporting to ..
instituting prosecution on report of fire marshal... ..
attending at investigations and remuneration .
payment of fees and expenses ..
Deputy Fire Marshal
appointment. powers and duties ..
• Deputy Pro Tempore
appointment by fire marshal with approval of Minister..........
• 'District Deputy Fire Marshals
appointment. powers and duties .
suspension by fire marshal. .
Evidence
powers of fire marshal and deputies as to 3567.3570
.Expert and Professional Assistanee
employment of. by fire marshal with approval of Minister.... 3667
Fires
fire marshal to keep a record of investigations of.................. 3566
Fire Department
chief to be assistant to fire marshal .. 3667
Fire Insurance Company
duty as to reporting losses to fire marshal.......................... 3668
contributions to fund for payment of expenses.... 3669
Fire Marshal
appointment of 3564
duties and powers of 3665
appointment of deputy pro tempore 3567
reports on fires by assistants to fire marshal..... 3567
by fire insurance companies .. . 3668
by insured and adjusters 3568
?ire Prevention Association
provision for grant to 3666
Forms
regulations prescribing .. 3666
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FIRE MARSHAL-Continued
INDEX.
.......................................
as to imposing for default in obedience to
Tnsuranee Company
dUly as to reporting losses to fire marshal .
percentage of gross premiums to be paid to Treasurer of
Ontado _........................................ . .
preliminary assessment by Treasurer of Ontario .
Jnsunnce ~tone,
ordering withholding payment oJ .
Insured in Unregistered Company
particulars of fire and losses for fire marshal
Investigations
powers as to .
attendance of Crown Attorney at .
city or town to provide places for holding
Investigators
appointment, powers and duties .
Local Associations
formation of for fire prevention _ .
Minister of
meaning of .
~unieipal By-Laws
for prevention of fire, assistance of fire marshal in prepar-
ing, etc .
requiring assistance of chief of fire department in enforce-
ment of ..
Mutual Fire Insurance Company
contribution to fund for payment of expenses .
f)f[cnces
hindering or disturbing marshal .
violating provisions of Act .
refusin~ to attend and give evidence
disobedience to orders of fire mllrshal ..
Penalties
powers of judge
order,
Propaganda
as to fire prevention, duty of fire marshal as to
Itecords
to be kept by marshal
Register
duty as to keeping
Regulations
prescribini duty of fire marshal, returns, statistics, etc.
Returns
regulations prescribing
Salaries
of officillls and how paYllblc
Special Fund
for maintenance and expenses of office
3668
3569
3569
3566
3568
3566
3571
3571
3564
366'
366'
366'
3666
3569
357.
3570
3570
367.
3572
3566
366'
3670
85~6
3566
3565
3569
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P~OI:
3565
3173
FIRE MARSHAL-Continued
Stati ties
regulations a to furnishing , .
Witnes es
powers of fire marshal as to summoning and enforcing at-
tendance . 3567, 3570
payment to ,....... . 3570,3571
penalty for refusing to attend . . 3570
FIREMEN'S EXEMPTION
Certificate of Enrolment
exempts from services as juryman, constable, etc 3173
Certificate of Service
exemption from serving as constable or in any municipal office 3173
Forfeiture of Exemption
for misconduct .
Statute Labour Tax
by-law of city exempting from for services
FISHWAYS
provision for, in dams
FLOOD PREVENTION
Minister of Public Works
powers of .
FOREST FIRES. PREVENTION
3173
...... 474, 475
646
Assistance
duty of reeve as to summoning 3553
power of officer of department to summon 3654
penalty for refusing to render 3654
Cigars
throwing down while lighted in fire district and penalty 3554
Clearing up Land
complaint by municipal corporation and enquiry 3552
notice to owner ,. 3552
in case of default, work may be done by corporation 3552
recovery of expenses .. 3552
Close Season
what to be deemed for setting out tire 8549
Constables
appointment of by minister 3563
Cooking
regulations as to use of fire for 3649
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FOREST FIRES PREVENTION-Continued
En&ineer
duty of, as to safety appliances _ .
penalty for neglect .....
Engines
use of fire prevention appliances on ".
Entry
right of Provincial Forester and officers .
Equipment
penalty for destroying or injuring
Fire Districts
setting apart by proclamation
close season for setting out fire
regulations as to .
offences in .
Fire Guards
regulations as to making
Gun Wadding
throwing down while lighted in fire district snd penalty.
Inflammable Materials
regulations as to destruction of
Justices or the Peace
appointment of for purposes of Act
Locomotives
regulations as to fire prevention appliances on
injunction restraining use of .
Logging Engines
regulations as to
Manufacturers
precautions to be taken by
Matches
throwing down while lighted in fire district and penslty.
Materials
destroying wood or waste
Notices
penalty for destroying
Prodamation
setting aside fire districts by
3551
3551
3551
3654
3654
3548
854'
3549
. 3~51. ~554
3550
3554
3660
.... ·~;3553
3551
3551
3551
3551
3554
3551
3554
8548
Provincial Forester
powers and duties of _............................ . .
penalty for refusing to carry out order of .
for obstructing .
Provisional Judicial Districts
action by municipal council in case of danger by unfinis.h~d
clearing
3548
3651
3564
3552
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FOREST FIRES PREVENTION-Continued
PAGI
..................................................... 3550, 3551
Railways
regulations as to fire prevention appliances 3550
duty of engineer . . .. 3551
Rf1i\'ulation
penalty for contravention of 3549
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making..... 3549
Setting Out Fire
penalty for contrav~ntion of regulations 3549
Spark Arresters
regulations as to u e of
Stationary Engine
regulations as to
Traction En~ines
regulations as to ..
.3550,3551
3550,3551
FOREST RESERVES
Explosives and Fire Arm
not to be used . 464
Fishing and Hunting
prohibited . 464
464
513
513
513
464
3547Private Fore t Re erve ..
Proclamation
setting apart public lands by, for...
Leases and Location in,
prohibited .. . 420, 464
Management
Minister to have..................... .. . 464
regulations as to 464
~Iinerals and Mining
prospecting and mining prohibited except under regulations 464,
claims to be staked out, etc., under regulations .
leases may be granted .
Penalties ..
Prol'incial Parks
see Provincial Parks
Public Lands Act
subject to Forest Re erve Act
Regulation
making and publishing ....
420
464
Sale
of land in reserve, prohibited .
Timber
sale of, when damaged by fire, etc.
. ..... ..... 420, 464
-164
D-16
FOREST RESERVES---Continued
Timber Limits
licenses to be subject to Forest Reserves Act
surrender to Crown for reserve .
Withdrawal of Lands from
for establishment of town site or other purposes
280
FORESTRY
Administration
Minister to
I~DEX.
have control and management .
....
467
466
464
466
Agreements
Minister authorized to enter into..
Board
establishment and duties of
Crown Forest Reserve
powers as to creating
permit for entering....
466
468, 469
467, 468
468
Entry
right of, for purpose of estimating
resources
Expropriation
POWCfS of Minister as to
Management and Control
Minister to have....
timber and other natural
46'
466
466
Permit
required for entry on land set part
Pulp Wood
carrying on research work as to
Regulations
powers of Crown as to making .
Roads
powcr to elose on lands taken ovcr for forestry purposes.....
Settlers
arrangements for removal of, to more suitable lands
setting aside lands for ieception of .
Stair
powers of Minister as to employing
Timber
Minister may seIl_
Townships
detaching from union for forestry purposes.. ._ .
setting apart, for forestry purposes when unsuitable for
agriculture .
provision for school sections affected_
setting apart for reception of settlers removed from Crown
Forest Reservc .
468
469
469
468
466
468
467
466
467
468
467
468
lXDE.....
FORFEITURE
Interpretation
not affected by repeal of Act under which incurred.
enforcement of . ,_ .
mitigation of, in enactment substituted on repeal .
Reco'·er;y of
see Fines, Penalties and Forfeitures .
FOUNDLINCS
registration of birth
see Vital Statistics
FRAUD
Limitations
when time to begin to run .
FRAUDS, STATUTE OF
Administrator
special promise to answer 'damages to be in writing .
281
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3
4
4
1373
841
1188
1376
Agreements
not to bc performed within one year to be
Conlmissions on Sale of Land
agreement to pay
Credit
reprE:sentations as to .
in writing .. 1376, 1377
1378
1377
Estates at Will
interests not conveyed by writing to be merely .......
Executor
speeial promise to answer damages to be in writing
Freehold Estate
writing required to create .
grant or assignment of to be b)' deed .
Goods
eontraet for sale of over $40 to be in writing unless aecept-
anee or earnest given .
application to exeeutory contracts .
Guaranty
on behalf of another person to be in writing..... .......
(:onsideration for promise need not appear in writing
Infant
promise or ratification after full age to be in writing
Lands
eontract for sales of to be in writing ...
contract to pay commission on sale, etc..
Leases .
when to be made by deed .
exeeption as to those not exeeeding three years
Marriage
agreements in consideration of, to be in writing
Real Estate Agent
agreement to pay eommission on sale, ete... _
1376
1376
1376
1376
1691
1691
1377
1377
1377
1376
1378
1376
1376
1376
1378
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FRAUDS, STA11JTE OF-Continued
P~OI
Third Party
representations as to character or credit of, to be in ..... riting. 1377
Trusts
declaration of to be in writing 1377
exceptions 1377
assignment of to be in writing 1378
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES
1678
1679
..................1388.1389
1388
1388
1389
1183
Assignments and Preferences
rights of assignee as to following proceeds .
rights of creditor where no assignment made
Conveyances
with intent to defraud creditors to be void
saving as to conveyances by tenant in tail .
saving as to bona fide purchaser for good consideration
in fraud of purchasers to be void . .
saving as to, when bona fide and for good consideration .
savin~ as to mortgages when bona fide and for good con-
sideration 1389
when bona fide and registered though voluntary ._. ..1389,1390
when revocable, void as against subsequent purchaser 1389
Creditors
conveyances or judgments, etc., in fraud of 1388
made in good
. ,.1389, 1390
.......................... 1390
Judgments
bonds, etc., with intent to defraud creditors to be void
!\Iortgages
saving as to when bona fide and for good consideration
Purchasers
conveyances in fraud of
Valuable Consideration
absence of, not to affect registered conveyance
faith .
instruments otherwise void not protected
1388
1389
1389
FRAUDULENT DEBTOR, ARREST OF
Alimony
amount of security to be required by order for arrest 1261
Arrest, Order For
who may make and when .. .. 1260
affidavit of creditor 1260
power of county judge 1260
may be made before or after action commenced 1260
superseding where action not brought within time limited 1260
discharge of debtor .. 1260
term of validity 1260
in action for alimony, amount of security required 1261
issue and form of concurrent and duplicate orders. 1261
costs of 1261
order and copies to be delivered to sheriff 1261
direction to sheriff to make arrest. . 1261
time within which to be executed . 1261
delivery of copy to defendant 1261
endorsement ot date of arrest 1261
return of cepi corpus, and procedure thereon .....,.......... 126$
IXDE..\":.
FRAUDULENT DEBTOR, ARREST OF-Continued
Assignment Cor Benefit of Creditors
discharge of debtor may be conditioned upon ...
Attachment Against Sheriff
for disobedience to order to bring in the body ..
what must be shown on application to set aside ..
Bail Bond
condition of ..
who ineligible as sureties ..
justification where claim over $4,000 ..
allowance of .
substitution for payment into court .
discharge on completion of .
cancellation of, on surrender of defendant by sureties .
action on, not to be brought until ca. sa. returned .
limitation of liability of sureties in action on .
sheriff may take from debtor in custody ..
affidavit of sufficiency ..
allowance of . .
deposit in lieu of .
action upon, on assignment by sheriff .
stay pending order to bring in the body .
powers of court as to granting relief ..
Capias ad Satisfaciendum
enforcement of judJ!'lllent in the action by ..
when to be issued if defendant in custody .
when order necessary for ..
duration and when returnable .
issue of to fix liability of sureties .
sureties to take notice of delivery of .
action not to be brought on bond until return ..
return of non est inventus .
arrest under, not to affect other remedies ..
Cepi Corpus
procedure on return of ..
order to bring in the body ..
attachment against sheriff for disobedience to order .
where sheriff goes out of office after making return ..
order for setting aside attachment against sheriff, conditions
of granting . .
no action on bail bond pending order to bring in body ..
Committal to Gaol
defendant entitled to twenty-four hours delay .
right of defendant to be transferred to gaol of his own county
Contempt
arrest for non-payment of money under judgment or order
abolished ..
Co ts
of order for arrest to be costs in the cause .
no person to be arrested for non-payment of . ..
of action on bond, where defendant surrendered
283
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1272
1263
1263
1262
1262
1262
1262
1263
1263
1264
1266
1266
1267
1267
1268
1268
1269
1269
1269
1265
1265
1265
1266
1265
1268
1266
1266
1273
1263
1263
1263
1263
1263
1269
1266
1266
1262
1261
1262
1266
County Court
powers of Judge ]260,1264
order for pal'ment of money in to be deemed a judgment 1261
disobedience to judgment, order for payment of money not to
render liable to arrest . 1262
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FRAUDULENT DEBTOR. ARREST OF-Continued
Date of Arrest
to be endorsed on order .
rJ.o.
1261
1267
1272
1272
1272
1272
1272
1272
1260
1263
1263
1264
1264
1264
1264
Debt
not to be satisfied by discharge of debtor 1273
not to be extinguished by taking debtor in execution. 1273
Debtor
person directed by order to make payment to be deemed 1261
Discharge Out of Custody
where action Dot brought after order within time limited
on completion of security in the action ..
on non-delivery of statement of claim . . .
application for .
county court judge, powers of .
order of may be discharged or varied by divisional court .
misnomer. of defendant not a ground for .
right of debtor on payment into court or giving security to
sheriff .
after retaking by sheriff for insufficiency of security and new
bond given 1............. 1269
after surrender of debtor and new bail bond given 1269. 1270
after committal by judge on examination 1270
application by debtor, notice of 1271
examination of debtor in custody on application of creditor 1271
affidavit of debtor.......... .. 1271
effect of 1271
may be conditional on assignment for benefit of creditors
or suffering judgment .
remand into close custodlj in case of fraud .
when obtained by false a legation ..
production of debtor for examination ..
by consent of plaintiff .
right to other process not affected .
Discharge of Sureties
on surrender of defendant.
Divisional Court
power with respect to order of county court judge
Escape
limitation of liability of sheriff
Examination of Debtor
on application of creditor .
on application for discharge .
remand into close custody in ease of fraud.
production of, debtor for .
Exemptions
persons protected by privilege .
for failure to pay judgment. etc.
where defendant a married woman
Execution
creditors right to, not affected
Fraud
remand of debtor to close custody for .....
','
1264
1264
1270
1270
1271
1272
1272
1261
1262
1262
.1271.1273
1272
INDEX.
FRAUDULENT DEBTOR, ARREST OF-Continued
2 5
PAOli
Fraudulent Disposition of Property
issuing ca. sa. on evidence of 1266
Gaol
right of debtor as to place of committal.................................... 1266
imprisonment of debtor, effect of dissolution of union of
counties 1270
Judicature Act
application of 1273
Judgment
order for payment to be deemed 1261
for payment into court, who to be deemed plaintiff................ 1261
Married Woman
not to be arrested on mesne or final process 1262
Non Est Inventus
return of, on capias 1266
Order for Payment
to be deemed a judgment 1261
Order for Payment into Court
who to be deemed plaintiff in such case 1261
Payment into Court
defendant giving security by :............................... 1262
substitution of bond and repayment of amount paid in........ 1263
discharge of defendant on completion of 1263
release of debtor from custody on 1267
Plaintiff
person to whom payment directed by order to be deemed........ 1261
Privilege from Arrest
. preservation of 1261
Remandment into Close Custody
of debtor in execution in case of fraud 1272
Rules of Court
application of 1273
Security
amount required in action for alimony.......................................... 1261
limitation of liability of sureties.. 1266
Security by Debtor
to be fixed by order for arrest 1260
how to be given 1262
Security from Debtor in Custody
payment into court of amount named in order and $40 for
costs 1267
money to remain in court until security in the action given. 1267
bail bond, amount of 1267
affidavit of sufficiency................................. 1267
when sheriff may allow debtor to go out of close custody.... 1268
release of sheriff from liability as for escape 1268
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FRAUDULENT DEBTOR, ARREST OF-Continued
1268
1263
Security from Debtor in Custody-Continued
allowance of, application to county judge 1268
production of bond befofe judge 1268
discha1'ge of sheriff from responsibility.............................. 1268
deposit in lieu of bond to sheriff.................. 1268
retaking debtor when security becomes insufficient.... 1268
effect of arrest on liability of sureties 1269
new bond 1269
assignment of bond and action thereon ~............................ 1269
re-arrest on default where plaintiff does not take assign-
ment "' 1269
defendant's right to give security preserved 1269
plaintiff not to sue on bond pending order to bring in body"...... 1269
powers of court us to relief in action on bail bond 1269
surrender by sureties _. 1269
examination of debtor and committal on order of judge 1270
Seeurity In the Action
how to be given 1262
condition of bond 1262
indemnified persons not eligible as sureties 1262
justification when claim over $4,000... 1262
allowance of 1262
by payment into court 1262
substitution of bond and repayment of amount paid in.... 1268
discharge of defendant out of custody on allowance of .. 1268
effect of payment into court pendinJ completion of "......... 1267
return of deposit with sheriff on giving 1268
right of defendant notwitbstanding default on bail bond...... 1269
Sheriff
what included in term 1260
to obey direction to arrest after receipt of order 1261
execution of order for arrest by................ 1261
endorsement of date of arrest 1261
procedure against for disobedience to order to bring in the
body 1263
no liability for escape if bond duly allowed........ . 1268
limitation of liability...... 1270
production of debtor in custody fol' examination 1272
Statement of Claim
time for delivery of . .
discharge of defendant on non-delivery_ ..
Supreme Court
county judge may make order in 1260
order for payment of money in to be deemed a judgment 1261
non-payment of judgment not to render liable to arrest 1262
.......1264, 1266
'264
"64126(
126(
1269
Surrender by Sureties
right to . .
certificate to be given by sheriff .
fee for certificate .
order for cancellation of bond and discharge of sureties .
transfer of defendant to gaol of his own county
where security given by debtor in custody .
Union of Cou.nUes
effect of dissolution on proceedings '1270
J.:-i'DEX.
FREE GRANTS
_87
Settlers on Public Lands
see Public Lands
FRUIT
......................................................................
PAOE
426
Exposing for Sale
when unfit fOl' food
.... , , . 3390
FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIAnON
continued as body corporate ..
FRUIT PACKING
Association
~~t~~ .~~ ...:..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::
to submit annual statement to Minister : .
Buildings
p~ans and location. of to be approved by Minister .
right of ownership .
use of. by outside growers ..
Grants
for erection of packing houses,-Iimit of.. ..
Repayment
of grant, effect of.. ..
Statement
to be submitted annually by association to Minister .
FRUIT PESTS
792
831
831
832
831
831
831
831"
832
832
3611
3611
3614
3611
3611
3611
3612
3613
3613
Disease
meaning of .
power of Lieutenant-Governor to bring others within Act ..
Diseased Fruit
prohibition as to importing .
Diseased Plants
prohibition as to importing ..
as to keeping or offering for sale ..
destruction' of ..
spraying of, on notice by inspector .
notice by owner to finister as to ..
examination and destruction of, by burning ..
destruction of nursery or orchard where infested in several
places 3613. 3614
Fumigation
upon appearance of disease..... 3611
Importation
of diseased fruit forbidden 3611
Inspectors
Provincial, appointment of.......... 3611
municipal, appointment of, on petition of ratepayers........ 3612
to obey regulations and directions of Entomologist 3612
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FRUIT PESTS-Continued
INDEX.
I'AOE
Inspectors-Continued
report to Minister as to disease in nursery........... 3613
destruction of diseased plants on examination by two 3613, 3614
to have free access to nurseries or orchards.............................. 3614
Little Peach
prohibition as to selling fruit infested with................................ 3611
ursery
certificate of Entomologist for removal of plants from.. 3613
prohibition as to removal of diseased plants from............. 3613
destruction of all plants in after examination by two inspec-
tors 3613, 3614
free access to, of inspectors......... 3614
Orchard
destruction of all plants in, after examination by two inspec~
tors 3613, 3614
Penalty
for contravention of Act................................................................ 3614
Plant
meaning of ;................ 3611
Provincial Entomologist
appointment of, by Lieutenant-Governor...................................... 3611
examination of diseased fruit by.................................................... 3611
direction to municipal inspectors on spraying of plants.... 3612
certificate of, as to examination of nursery................... 3613
Regulations
power of Lieutenant-Governor to make........................................ 3614
San Jose Scale
prohibition as to selling fruit infested with.................................. 3611
Spraying
upon appearance of disease....... 3611
order of inspector........................ 3612
Yellows
prohibition as to selling fruit infested with.................................. 3611
FRUIT SALES
Consignee
notice by to consignor as to sale or disposal of fruit 3438
Penalties
altering, effacing, counterfeiting, etc., packer's marks or
brands 3438
using marked articles improperly.................................................. 3438
false statement as to grade of fruit 3438
concealment and defects in packing 3438
recovery of 3438
prosecutions not to bar other proceedings :................ 3439
JXOEX.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES CONSIGNMENT
Commission Agent
books to be kept by ..
not to purchase without notice to shipper ..
payments when to be made by .
pen!1lty for not making ..
Damaged Shipments
notice to shipper as to .
Penalties
recovery of .
Regulations
prescribing form of books of record .
Shipper
right to examine books of agent .
FUEL SUPPLY
2 D
PAO.
3440
3440
3440
3441
3440
3441
3441
3441
Commission
appointment of, as controller 629
Compensation
how determined where compulsory powers exercised................ 631
Controller
appointment, powers, salary and staff 629
Electricity
Act not to apply to 631
Fuel Controller of Canada
co-operation with 631
Gas
Act not to apply to 631
Minister
powers of 630, 631
Natural Gas
Act not to apply to 631
Oil
Act not to apply to 631
Ordera
powers of controller as to 630
Peat
regulating price of .. 630
Penalties
controller may provide for contravention of order 630
may be imposed for breach of Government regulations.............. 631
Prices
controller's powers alii to fixing 630
Regulations
powers of controller 629, 630
Lieutenant-Governor in Council 631
290
FUEL SUPPLY-Continued
Rewards
regulations respecting ..
INDEX.
PAOlO
631
Wood
regulating price of .
Works
powers of Minister as to taking over.
FUMES, DAMAGE FROM
see Sulphur Fumes .
FUNERAL
Conduct of
regulations by Minister of Health .
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
see Undertakers and Embalmers .
FUR DEALER
license rcquired, see Game and Fisheries._
FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
Black Fox
property in branded " .
Brands
recording by owner of black or silver foxes ...
renewal and transfer of
Damages
liability of owner of foxes, etc.
Dogs
right of owncr of ranch to kill
Enclosure!;
penalty for cntcring where notice posted
Penalties
recovery of
ilanches
penalty for trespassing on
Ucgulations
power of Minister
Silver Fox
propel'ly in bl'anded
Trespassing on (hnches
penalty for
630
631
626
3356
2127
3677
3703
3702
3702,3703
3704
3702
3702
3704
3702
3704
3703
3702
